HEAVY AIRPLAY
YO LA TENGO
VARIOUS
CHRIS KNOX
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
TOM WAITS
BARRY ADAMSON
VARIOUS
JAC BERROCAL
VARIOUS
PRINCE
DR. JOHN
LOWELL GEORGE & THE FACTORY
VARIOUS
DJUR DJURA
WAITING WAILERS
HALF JAPANESE
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
dbS
AMM
CLUB FOOT ORCHESTRA
VARIOUS
A - BONES
MEKONS
ULTRAMARINE
MOSQUITO
DNA
SOLV VENDORS
SPEED THE PLough
HIGH RISE
JUSTIN WARFIELD
VARIOUS
FLAT EARTH SOCIETY
FORBIDDEN DIMENSION
ZAPPA
ECSTASY OF ST. THERESA
NIRVANA
KATIE LEE
LE MYSTERE DES VOIX BULGARES
HARRY BREUER
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
GUIDED BY VOICES
FREDDIE FENDER
PASTELS
HEAVENLY MUSIC CORPORATION
KINGSMEN
SUN RA
VARIOUS
LOWELL FULSON
VARIOUS
SOUNDrACK
VARIOUS
TAJ MAHAL
VARIOUS
THOMAS MAPFUMO
WILLIAMS S. BURROUGHS
MORPHEINE
RICHARD BERRY

PAINFUL
COMPLETE STAX / VOLT SINGLES 2
MEAT
IN YO FACE HISTORY OF FUNK #1
EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANTED...
OKER RHYTHM & BLUES STORY
THE BLACK RIDER
THE NEGRO INSIDE ME
HAWAIIAN STEEL GUITAR CLASSICS
FATAL ENCOUNTERS
REBIRTH OF COOL
THE HITS / THE B SIDES
MOS' SCOICIOUS
LIGHTNING-ROD MAN
YEARBOOK VOL. 2
VOICE OF SILENCE
WAITING WAILERS
FIRE IN THE SKY
HEART OF THE FOREST
BLUES MASTERS VOL. 11
THE DBS RIDE THE WILD TOMTOM
AMMUSIC 1966
WILD BEASTS, KIDNAPPED, AND MO
VJ CD SAMPLER APRIL - JULY '93
MUSIC MINUS FIVE
1 LOVE MEKONS
UNITED KINGDOMS
U.F.O. CATCHER
LIVE AT CBGBS 1982
ON TOUR
MASON'S BOX
DISPERSION
MY TRIP TO PLANET 9
IN DEFENSE OF ANIMALS BENEFIT
WALEECo
SIN GALLERY
THE YELLOW SHARK
FLUIDITANCE CENTAURi
IN UTERO
SONGS OF COUCH / CONSULTATION
MELODY RHYTHM & HARMONY
THE HAPPY MOOG
THE SCOTTY STORY
BLUES MASTERS VOL. 14
VAMPIRE ON TITUS
CANCIONES DE MI BARRiO
1986 - 1993 TRUCKLOAD OF
IN A GARDEN OF EDEN
VOLUME 2
ST. LOUIS BLUES
FASTER AND LOUDER VOL. 2
TRAMP / SOUL
JUKEBOX R&B
HENRY PORTrAIT OF A SERIAL KILLER
A WORLD OUT OF TIME VOL. 2
DANCING THE BLUES
SHORT CUTS SOUNDrACK
HONDO
SPARSE ASS ANNE AND OTHER TALE
CURE FOR PAIN
GET OUT OF THE CAR

MATADOR
STAX
COMMUNION
RHINO
ARF ARF
COLUMBIA
ISLAND
MUTE
ARHOOiLE
MEGAPHONE
4TH & BWAY
PAISLEY PARK
ATLANTiC
BIZARRE
RASTASCAR
LUAKA BOP
STUDIO ONE
SAFE HOUSE
HANNIBAL
RHINO
RHINO
CUNEFORM
RASTASCAR
VEE JAY
NORTON
QUARTERSTICK
SIRE
TIME BOMB
AVANT
STUDIO ONE
EAST SIDE DIGITAL
MODERN MUSIC
QWEST
RESTLESS
ARF ARF
CARGO
BARKING PUMPKIN
FREE RECORDS
DGC
COMMENTARY
MESA / BLUEMOON
PICKWICK
ARF ARF
RHINO
SCAT
ARHOOiLE
SEED
SILENT
SUNDAZED
IAI
RHINO
FLAIR
FLAIR
QIK / MEDIA
SHANACHiE
PRIVATE MUSIC
iMAGO
ZIMBOB INC
RED LABEL
RYKO DISC
FLAIR
ICKY METTLE
4-TRACK DEMOS
MORE BLUES ON THE SOUTH SIDE
LOS GRANDES DEL MERENGUE TIPIC
TRANSFORMS - THE NERVE EVENTS
CUCKOO
ETTINA
ANIMI AERGRITUDO
AFRICAN ACOUSTIC
KLUGER
SOULCRAFT
NOT RICHARD, BUT DICK
THROW OUT THE LIFELINE
CHORAL WORKS
LIVING DUB , VOLUME TWO
HEY MAN...SMELL MY FINGER
GINMICK
HOLY ROLLERS
VENUS LUXURE NO. 1 BABY
SMILE A WHILE
SWIM
BLUEBELLS
ANGELS RUNNING
MAJURGENTA
EAT THE MUSIC
THE TIN ANGEL
LOBSTER AND FRIEND
CLOUDS OVER EDEN
BREAKING THINGS
OUT THE SHIZZY
SIN FUNNY
STATE OF THE UNION
THE BURIED LIFE
ROCKIN AT THE ROUNDHOUSE
FRIGHTENING THING
ALICE IN WONDERLAND VOL 5
PAN - AMERICAN JOURNEYS
GENTLEMEN
JAZZ SPRING
CRUELLA
MEDIEVAL CAROLS & MOTETS
HAVE A NICE DAY VOL. 22
3 ON A MATCH
BLOWIN IN FROM KANSAS CITY
MILES AHEAD
A TRIBUTE TO STUFF SMITH
YOU EEDIO!
VOICE OF THE PROJECTS
YEARS OF TEARS
TEKT IZI
KNOCK OUT THE AXIS
SUPER HOT
MARIACHI COCOLENE
DON MAN
SOUL STREET
ULTRASONIC ACTION
TONIC
HSTIFUL OF DEWEY
LES SILLIONS DE LA TERRE
MISERY AND WOMEN
VESPER
THE RETURN OF THE CRAZY ONE
SPIRO T. AGNEW SPEAKS OUT
REAR VIEW MIRROR
SWARTHMORE CONCERT
JAZZ, FOLK SONGS, SPIRITUALS
LES ELEPHANTS CARILIONNEURS
CHANGES ONE
THE VIRTUAL VIOLIN
JOHNNY MATHIS FEET
STEEL PLATE
AT THE VILLAGE VANGUARD
EINSTEIN ON THE BEACH
STILL ON THE JOURNEY

ALIAS
ISLAND
PRESTIGE
JOSE LUIS
CUNEIFORM
CHARISMA
MUSIC OF THE WORLD
MUSIC MAXIMA MAG.
ORIGINAL MUSIC
NOHARM DONE PUB...
SILENT
HOLLYWOOD
SPECIALITY
NEW WORLD
HEARTBEAT
PAISLEY PARK
AMERICAN
DISCHORD
TOUCH AND GO
ARIWA
SEED
CMP
WINDHAM HILL
REAL WORLD
COLUMBIA RECORDS
ORIGINAL BLUES
KNITTING FACTORY
MESA / BLUEMOON
CRUZ
HEADHUNTER
FUNDAMENTAL
MWORKS
AMERICAN
MYSTERY
K
SOLEILMOON
WINDHAM HILL
ELEKTRA
NEW ARTISTS
LAND SPEED
HARMONIA MUNDI
RHINO
BIG MONEY
FLAIR
COLUMBIA
SOUL NOTE
EPIC
POLYDOR
MALACO
TRI STAR
EMPTY
MAISON DE SOUL
ARHOOILE
HEARTBEAT
ROUNDER
CHARNEL HOUSE
BAR NONE
RACER
TMSA
FIASCO
SOUL NOTE
TOMMY BOY
RCA
SUNDOWN
PRESTIGE
GOOD TIME JAZZ
CUNEIFORM
RHINO
MEGAPHONE
REPRISE
RRR
ROUNDER
NONE SUCH
EARTHBEAT
LIGHT CONTINUED
KEN NORDINE
FRUMPIES
BOB DYLAN
LAZO
JAMES NEWTON HOWARD
TREPONEM PAL
SUPERCONDUCTOR
EVERCLEAR
KUHN, HUMAIR, JENNY - CLARK
MY LIFE W/THRILL KILL CULT
VARIOS
BUILT TO SPILL
BETTIE SERVEERT
HIGHER PRIMATES
SEPTOBER ENERGY
JOHN HIATT
THROW THAT BEAT IN THE GARB...
VARIOS
ALL
KUTESLADD铲EDDU
PARANOIA
ART FARMER - LEE KONITZ
LONE WOLVES
GREG BROWN
SHEEP ON DRUGS
DAVE ALVIN
WONDER STUFF
DAVID MURRAY QUARTET + 1
SCANNER
VARIOS
DWARVES
GODSTAR
ANCIENT FUTURE
MONSTERLAND
VARIOS
ANDERS JOHANSSON
TAD
ANGELA STREHLI
MORTON FELDMAN / KRONOS...
DIZZY GILLESPIE / MITCHELL-RUFF
BROWNIE McCHEE & SONNY TERRY
MILDRED ANDERSON
OSWALD FIVE - O
ALTAAN
ED HALL
STEVE TILSTON & MAGGIE BOYLE
H-BOMB FERGUSON
BILL MORMISSEY
THE EARTHEN
VARIOS
GIUFFRE, KONITZ, CONNORS, BLEY
BLAKE BABIES
VARIOS
DAISAKU
GODANDTExAS
MARY JANE LEACH
HENRY TOWNSEND
HOLLY COLE TRIO
BARNYARD SLIT
BIG CHEIF
GUITAR SHORTY
VARIOS
FRANKIE PAUL
SI KAHN
GUMBALL
KIT WATKINS
TONY TRIBICKA
LAURIE LEWIS
ATTITUDE ADJUSTMENT
JOHN MCEUEN
DOC WATSON
SISTERS GRIMM
JINNO
FRANK EDWARDS

UPPER LIMBO
BABIES AND BUNNIES
WORLD GONE WRONG
IMPETUS
THE FUGITIVE
EXCESS & OVERDRIVE
HIT SONGS FOR GIRLS
NERVOUS & WEIRD
CARAMBOLAGE
13 ABOVE THE NIGHT
NEW FACES
ULTIMATE ALTERNATIVE WAVERS
BETTIE SERVEERT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPRESSIONS
CENTIPEDE
PERFECTLY GOOD GUITAR
THE COOL ALBUM
YUGOSLAV FOLK MUSIC
SHIREN
YOU NEED IT
START A NEW RACE
WITH THE JOE CARTER QUARTET
EAT YA!
BATH TUB BLUES
15 MINUTES OF FAME
MUSEUM OF THE HEART
CONSTRUCTION FOR MODERN IDIOT
FAST LITE
SCANNER
COOL RUNDINGS
SUGARTIX
SLEEPER
ASIAN FUSION
DESTROY WHAT YOU LOVE
(ALMOST) EVERYBODY SLIDES
SHUT UP
INHALER
BLONDE AND BLUE
MORTON FELDMAN / KRONOS QUARTET
DIZZY GILLESPIE & MITCHELL-RUFF
AT THE 2ND FRET
PERSON TO PERSON
FOR LOSERS ONLY
ISLAND ANGEL
MOTHERSCHRATCHER
OF MOOR AND MESA
WIGGIN OUT
NIGHT TRAIN
TEEN SENSATIONS
(ATOMIC INTELLIGENCE)
LAI FESTIVAL
INNOCENCE AND EXPERIENCE
SEATTLE... THE DARK SIDE
EASTERN SHORE
CRIMINAL ELEMENT
CELESTIAL FIRES
MULE
DON'T SMOKE IN BED
SPACE AGE MOTEL
MACK AVENUE SKULLGAME
TOPSY TURVY
FAST FOLK / SUMMER 1993
FRANKIE PAUL AT STUDIO ONE
GOOD TIMES & BEDTIME
THE DAMAGE DONE
KINETIC VAPORS
WORLD TURNING
TRUE STORIES
OUT OF HAND NO MORE MR. NICE
STRING WIZARDS II
ELEMENTARY DOCTOR WATSON!
I HATE MY BOYFRIEND
LIVE AT THE KNITTING FACTORY
DONE SOME TRAVELIN

GDM
KILL ROCK STARS
COLUMBIA
RAS
ELEKTRA
ROADRUNNER
BONER
TIM KERR RECORDS
CMP
INTERSCOPE
SIRE
C / Z
MATADOR
GM RECORDINGS
RCA
A & M
SPIN ART
LYRICHORD
CRUZ
PLAINISPHERE
OZONE
STASH
HELTER SKELTER
RED HOUSE
SMASH
HIGH TONE
POLYDOR
DIW
TOUCH
SONY
SUBPOP
TAANG
EQUINOX
SEED
SKY RANCH
DAY EIGHTY
GIANT
ROUNDER
NONESUCH
MAINSTREAM
PRESTIGE
PRESTIGE
GRINNING IDIOT
GREEN LINNET
TRANCE SYNDICATE
GREEN LINNET
EARWIG
PHILO
SEED
TVT
LAI
MAMMOTH
RHIME CARTEL
MOO
TKO
XI
NIGHTHAWK
MANHATTAN
GRASS
SUBPOP
BLACK TOP
FAST FOLK
STUDIO ONE
ROUNDER
COLUMBIA
LINDEN
ROUNDER
ROUNDER
BITZCORE
VANGUARD
SUGAR HILL
FUNKY MUSHROOM
KNITTING FACTORY
TRIX
LIGHT CONTINUED

KMFDM
SNAIL
THE BAND
KATHY KALICK
PAT ALGER
FUSE
SACRED SOURCES 1
SPONGEHEAD
DISKOTHI
THROW THAT BEAT IN THE...
BIM SKALA BIM
CRIS WILLIAMSON & TRET FURE
SUNBRAIN
UNEARTH
SUPERSTARS
MARK O'CONNOR
GID TANNER & HIS SKILLET LICKE
DAVID GRAY
RIC LOUCHARD
VARIUS
ACETONE
SLOTH
BUFFALO TOM
SHIRLEY HORN
WELCOME MAT
ANDREW "BIG VOICE" ODOM
HONEYBOY EDWARDS
VARIUS
790 MILES
MARLEE MACLEOD
ROBERT JR. LOCKWOOD
9 - IRON
ANTISEEN
LIAM OFLYNN
MICHAEL STEARNS
BERNARD RANDS
VARIUS
SPAHN RANCH
SOUNDTRACK
VARIUS
VARIUS
BURKE / CUNNINGHAM / LEMAITRE
PIGFACE
ROD WILLIAMS
CHRIS D. / DIVINE HORSEMAN
INTI - ILLIMANI
SUGARSMACK
JOHN DENVER
CRUSH
CHRIS VON SNEIDER
CHAD WACKERMAN
JUANITA JOHNSON & GOSPEL TONES
ROBIN & LINDA WILLIAMS
CHEMICAL PLANT
VARIUS

ANGST
SNAIL
JERICHO
MATTERS OF THE HEART
SEEDS
DIMENSION INTRUSION
LIVE FOREVER
CURB YOUR DOGMA
Q
COOL
LIVE AT THE PARADISE
POSTCARDS FROM PARADISE
PERFECTION LIES
EVERYTHING WAS BEAUTIFUL AND...
SUPERSTARS DE NEW YORK
HEROES
EARLY STRING BAND CLASSICS
WISDOM
HEY LUDWIG!
BIG TIMES IN A SMALL TOWN
CINDY
( CACTUS ) NERVE ( THANG )
( SODAERK )
LIGHT OUT OF DARKNESS
GRAM
FEEL SO GOOD
WHITE WINDOWS
EVIDENCE BLUES SAMPLER TOO
SEVEN HUNDRED
DRIVE TOO FAST
CONTRASTS
9 - IRON
EAT MORE POSSUM
OUT TO AN OTHER SIDE
BARAKA
BERNARD RANDS
PHILADELPHIA PHAST PHOLKS
COLLATERAL DAMAGE
JUDGMENT NIGHT
STRICKLY DANCEHALL
JIMMY JAY PRESENTE LES COOL
THE CELTIC FIDDLE FESTIVAL
TRUTH WILL OUT
DESTINY EXPRESS
TIME STANDS STILL
ANDADAS
TOP LOADER
NATIONAL ARBOR DAY FOUNDATION
SENIOR
SIGHT & SOUND
THE VIEW
CLIMBING HIGH MOUNTAINS
TURN TOWARD TOMORROW
CAVEAT EMMPTOR
"DANCEHALL GLAMITY"

WAX TRAX
BIG DEAL
PYRAMID
SUGAR HILL
SUGAR HILL
TVT
COHIBA
TRIPLE X
VOLVOLO
SPIN ART
BIM SKALA BIM / BIB
OLIVIA
GRASS
NEW RAGE
CHANCY
WARNER BROS.
OLD HOMESTEAD
HAT
MUSIC FOR LITTLE
PHILO
VERNON YARD
GRASS
MEGADISC
VERVE
WHATEVER
EVIDENCE
EVIDENCE
EVIDENCE
RCA
MEDIUM COOL
TRIX
SAFE HOUSE
SAFE HOUSE
TARA
MILAN
NEW WORLD
FAST FOLK
CLEOFATRA
EPIC
EPIC
PARIS MUSIQUES
GREEN LINNET
INVISIBLE
MUSE
DOG MEAT
GREEN LINNET
INVISIBLE
NATIONAL ARBOR...
ROCKVILLE
HEYDAY
CMP
FOLKWAYS
SUGAR HILL
DAVE M
RAS
SINGLES
TONY BURELLO
VARIUS
TONO-BUNGAY
STEREOLAB
MEANIES
GAUNT
3DS
PHARCYTE
BELT BUCKLE
ROCKET FROM THE CRYPT
POK
BUZZCOCKS
EVERCLEAR
WCKR SPG
ELVIS COSTELLO & THE BRODSKY 4
A TRIBE CALLED QUEST
RAILROAD JERK
FRANKLIN BRUNO
HELIUM
MAGIC HOUR
WEDDING BELLS
SPINNES
SCRAP
FLAMING LIPS
SALT 'N PEPA
BOREDOMS
SHITBIRDS
EAST RIVER PIPE
TERMINALS
JOHN DAVIS
BOSS FUEL
JAWBOX / EDSEL
ENVELOPE
NIRVANA
MAZZY STARR
LEE RANALDO
TEENAGE FANCLUB
D.O.A.
SMALL
BABES AND BEAVIS AND BUTT-HEAD
BLUNDERBUSS
PASTE
HURL
CRAYON
SEAWEED
RED RED MEAT
LORETTE VELVETTE
SECOND HAND RHYTHM TOOL
LOVE JONES
PSYCLONE RANGERS
THE PIN GROUP
DRINK ME
SATANICS
SMALL FACTORY
HAZEL
GO TO BLAZES
COCTEAU TWINS
BLCKBIRD
MATTHEW S. BURROUGHS
BASEHEAD
PINEAPPLES
THEY MIGHT BE GIANTS
ME
VARIOUS
FINGER
LOTUS EATERS
TWIG
HATER
BARKMARKET
FINGER
WITCH HAZEL
CHUCKLEHEAD
AIRLINES
THE SOUND OF WORMS
HAPPY BOY MARGERINE
PROFIT & LOSS
LA BOOB OSCILLATOR
RYMING LOGIC
THE POP SONG
BEAUTIFUL THINGS
OTHA FISH
JUDAS SUICIDE
GHETTO - BOX ROCK
SQUEAL
TRADE TEST TRANSMISSIONS
NERVOUS & WEIRD
CREAM
LIVE AT NEW YORK TOWN HALL
AWARD TOUR
WE UNDERSTAND
THE IRONY ENGINE
HOLE IN THE GROUND
HEADS DOWN
HAPPY COW
SPITFIRE
YOUR MOTHER WANTS TO KNOW
SHE DON'T USE JELLY
SHOP
ANAL BY ANAL
ON JOY
FIRING ROOM
BLCK CREEK
R. I. P., D. I. Y.
JUST LIKE ANYBODY ELSE WOULD
SPLIT SINGLE
THE STREET THEY'RE TRYING TO K
HEART-SHAPED BOX
FIVE STRING SERENADE
A PERFECT DAY...
NORMAN 3
ONLY THING GREEN
NOODLES
BRUISE VIOLET
ROAD TO ARIZONA
LEARNING FROM LAS VEGAS
RADISHES
SNAP - TIGHT WAR
SEAWEED
FLANK
EAGER BOY
THE BLOODSTREAM
I LIKE YOUNG GIRLS
SWING, BABY, SWING
11 YEARS AFTER
I FEEL GOOD
DEVIL ROCKIN' MAN
SO WHAT ABOUT LOVE
HAZEL
GOT IT MADE
EVANGELINE
BIG TRAIN
THE UGLY TRUTH
WORDS OF ADVICE FOR YOUNG PEOP
SPLIT PERSONALITY
PINEAPPLES
WHY DOES THE SUN SHINE
HERE COMES EVERYBODY
ALLES IST GUT!
DADDY'S GIRL
COULD GO ON
FALL OF LOVE
CIRCLES / GEN-O-CIDE
CARJACK
WEDDING BOOTS
JUST DON'T TRY
MUSSELS
TALKING ABOUT TALKING
SOL
STARLIGHT FURN...
TONO-BUNGAY
SUBPOP
MERGE
THRILL JOCKEY
MERGE
DELICIOUS VINYL
SONIC BUBBLEGUM
SPEED KILLS
K
CAROLINE
TIM KERR RECORDS
SHRIMPER
WARNER BROS.
JIVE
MATADOR
WALT
POP NARCOTIC
TWISTED VILLAGE
HAPPY PEDDLAR
SUBPOP
SIMPLE MACHINES
WARNER BROS.
LONDON
SEE
SYMPATHY
HELL GATE
SILTBREEZE
SHRIMPER
LOAD
DEСOTO
ENVELOPE
DOG
ROUGH TRADE
WHATEVER
CREATION
ALT. TENTACLES
MAIT
REPRISE
HOMESTEAD
SHRIMPER
DEСOTO
HARRIET
SUBPOP
SUBPOP
SINGLES GOING STE...
SMOKE BOMB
MINTY FRESH
SYMPATHY
SILTBREEZE
BAR NONE
ROCKVILLE
POP NARCOTIC
SUBPOP
ESTRUS
CAPITOL
ILOKI
ZOO
ISLAND
IMAGO
KOKO POP
ELEKTRA
SPIN ART
FARRAGO
HIPPY KNIGHT
SLOW RIVER
HARRIET
SUBPOP
AMERICAN
THIRD SISTER
BUBBLEGUM SMILE
IMP
QUINOTIC
SINGLES CONTINUED
SHIVER
SF SEALS
SPATULA / EVII WIENER
VICTIMS FAMILY
TALL
THE MODEL DOTS
JUDY DUNAWAY
LOVED ONES
PROZAC MEMORY
EDSEL
SUNNY DAY REAL ESTATE
HEIDI BERRY / UNREST
NEW RADIANT STORM KING
JAMAL - SKI
SILLY PILLOWS
GEORGE CLINTON
BUFFALO TOM
MCM AND THE MONSTER
CHAPTERHOUSE
SONIC YOUTH
VINELAND
GIANT MUSMS
ALL ABOUT CHAD
ORQUESTA DE LA LUZ
WU-TANG CLAN
LIFT
SONIC ENEMY
GNOME
JOHANNA'S HOUSE OF GLAMOUR
BLONDE REDHEAD
VARIAS
TEENY RECORDS
SABALON GLITZ / ORPHEUM
SMASHING PUMPKINS
WILLARD
CHEW TOY
US3
CHESHIRE
LIID
SNOW BUD AND THE FLOWER PEOPLE
MALIBU BARBI
TIGER
TROJAN PONIES
ETHYL MEROPEW
BLACK TRAIN JACK
SVRIVE DRIVER
COPROLALIA
YOUR MOM
KINGS OF FEEDBACK / OBE
LL COOL J
KRIS KROSS
BIG ASS TRUCK
PERMANENT GREEN LIGHT
JUNE
JAZZY JEFF & FRESH PRINCE
THE HAIRY PATT BAND

CASSETTES
SAM ULANO
PHILLIP JOHNSTON
VARIAS
SIRIUS STRING QUARTET
MIKE RUNNELS
TABULA RASA
DENNIS MAXFIELD / SCOTT DAVIS
FREDRICK LONBERG-HOLM
DAVE DOUGLAS
JAMES PUGLIESE
YUKO FUJIMAYAMA W/ MARK FELDMAN
GOLSTEIN MICOL AESCHBACHER

THE HOTTEST THING IN TOWN
BASEBALL TRILOGY
BREAK / TRUTH ABOUT MARY
MAYBE IF ... SPINDRIFT
JON SHORE MODEL
RICHARD
LICKIN' STICK
ACCIDENT PRONE
BUCKLE / STANE
SONG #8
SOIL X SAMPLES
SMEAR
AFRICAN BORDER
WHEN SHE GETS HOME
PAINT THE WHITE HOUSE BLACK
SODAERK
ON TOP OF YOUR WORLD
WE ARE THE BEAUTIFUL
COTTON CROWN
ARCHETYPE
MY UNCLE HATES ME
MEET ME IN THE HALLWAY
ORQUESTA DE LA LUZ
METHOD MAN
WALK AWAY
DISKOTHIQ
POP CREW / PUNK SENS.
DISTANT SOMEBODY
AMESCREAM
JIMBO
WEEKEND GO
SPLIT SINGLE
TODAY
SUNSHINE WIRE
THE TOUCH MY DISNEY EP
CANTALOOP
DISREGARD THE HAY IN MY HAND
CONEY ISLAND
BONGHIT
AIN'T LIFE SWELL
WHO PLANNED IT
NUTIN' 'BONEY
BETTY L. AND QUEENIE
SOMEDAY
DEU
YOU AM I
BIG BLACK JOINT
POUND THE BRAIN
STAND BY YOUR MAN
I'M REAL
HOOTCHIE MAMA
( YOU & I ARE THE ) SUMMER TIME
I AM BEAUTIFUL
CODE RED
THE HAIRY PATT BAND

CASSETTES
SAM ULANO
PHILLIP JOHNSTON
VARIAS
SIRIUS STRING QUARTET
MIKE RUNNELS
TABULA RASA
DENNIS MAXFIELD / SCOTT DAVIS
FREDRICK LONBERG-HOLM
DAVE DOUGLAS
JAMES PUGLIESE
YUKO FUJIMAYAMA W/ MARK FELDMAN
GOLSTEIN MICOL AESCHBACHER

DEMO
MATADOR
STAY FREE
ALT. TENTACLES
ALT. TENTACLES
SLIME
BOWL MOR
HIGH TONE
FAYE
GRASS
ONE DAY I STOPPED
4AD
TRIXIE
COLUMBIA / SONY
LITTLE TEDDY
PAISLEY PARK
BEGGAR'S BANQUET
GASA LANKU
DEDICATED
WHATEVER
MATT
QUIXOTIC
SPIN ART
RMM
LOUD
TIM KERR RECORDS
SHREIMP
SUBPOP
STICKY
OXO
SIDEWALK DEFECT
TEENY RECORDS
TRIXIE
VIRGIN
MATT
CASHINK
BLUE NOTE
HOMESTEAD
QUIXOTIC
TIM KERR RECORDS
MALIBU BARBI
CHAOS
ROCKVILLE
DALL
ROADRUNNER
CREATION
WHATEVER
CRAMINATION
IMMORTAL RECORDS
FM SONY - 2
RUFFHOUSE
SUGAR DITCH
ROCKVILLE
FRICATION MEDIA
JIVE
SUNFLOWER GIRL

SWING SWING SWING
SHORT FORMS
LADD FRITH SAMPLER
SIRIUS STRING QUARTET
EVERYTHING
DROWNING ROOM
VIRTUAL PARTICLES
FREDRICK LONBERG-HOLM
PARALLEL WORLDS
JAMES PUGLIESE
YUKO FUJIMAYAMA W/ MARK FELDMAN
GOLSTEIN MICOL AESCHBACHER

DEMO
JEDIBLE
LADD FRITH
ALT. TENTACLES
DEMO
DEMO
DEMO
DEMO
DEMO
DEMO
DEMO
DEMO